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Previous studies have demonstrated CO2 absorption by soils in arid regions, where the absorbed CO2 is conjectured to be finally
sequestrated in the “subterranean ocean”—groundwater. .is study compares environmental controls of ocean CO2 concen-
tration (surface ocean pCO2) and quasi-ocean CO2 concentration (deep-soil pCO2). We aim to explore the latent relationship,
both linear and nonlinear between the environmental variables, and CO2 concentration, utilizing two intelligent algorithms—the
partial least linear regression (PLSR) algorithm and the artificial neural network (ANN) algorithm. For quasi-ocean CO2
concentration, RPD <1.4 and R2 <40%. While for ocean CO2 concentration, RPD >1.4 and R2 is 99.7%. Linear relationships
between the considered environmental controls and ocean CO2 concentration are proved; however, there is no evident rela-
tionship between most of the considered environmental controls and quasi-ocean CO2 concentration. Groundwater level is
proved to be a relatively important environmental control on the quasi-ocean CO2 concentration, suggesting groundwater
discharge/recharge as a significant modulator of soil CO2 absorption in arid regions.

1. Introduction

During the past decades, emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2)
from fossil fuel combustion and deforestation are rapidly
increasing the atmospheric concentration of CO2 [1–5]. .is
has potentially motivated global warming and reduced the
pH of the oceans [6, 7]. .e increase in atmospheric CO2
concentration will also resulted in the decrease in marine
biodiversity and change in the structure of phytoplankton
communities [8]. Scientists around the world are making
great efforts to a better control the atmospheric CO2 con-
centration, and the technology of CO2 sequestration keeps
on developing in recent years [9, 10].

Benefiting from rapid development of communications
technology, sensing technology, and automation technology,

a series of electrochemical and semiconductor sensors have
been manufactured and applied for real-time measurement
of atmospheric CO2 concentration [11]. .e monitoring
system of above-ground CO2 concentration was also de-
veloped based on the mid-infrared absorption spectroscopy
technology and has been widely applied [12]. However, the
observations of below-ground CO2 concentration are few
conducted [13].

Some previous studies have demonstrated CO2 ab-
sorption by soils in arid regions, where the absorbed CO2 is
conjectured to have been largely sequestrated in the “sub-
terranean ocean”—groundwater [12–15]. Hence, interpre-
tation of the environmental controls of the above-ground
CO2 concentration and the below-ground CO2 concentra-
tion is both essentially important for understanding the
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evolution of atmospheric CO2 concentration [16]. Consid-
ering the physical and chemical properties of soils in arid
regions, many researchers tried to analyze important en-
vironmental factors which affect the above-ground CO2
concentration, but environmental controls of below-ground
CO2 concentration are still poorly understood [11–16].

Taking into account the subterranean runoff, there is
strong relationship between the ocean and groundwater.
Furthermore, CO2 uptake in ocean and groundwater is also
similar. Consequently, we are motivated to analyze and
compare the environmental controls of ocean CO2 con-
centration (surface ocean pCO2) and quasi-ocean CO2
concentration (deep-soil pCO2, i.e., the underground high
humidity pCO2).

Objectives of this study are as follows: (1) to present a
better understanding of environmental controls on the
below-ground CO2 concentration and (2) to find latent
factors having not been taken into consideration. For the
convenience of the problem formulation and theoretical
analyses, we utilized two additive algorithms—partial least
linear regression (PLSR, representing a linear approach) and
the artificial neural network (ANN, representing a nonlinear
approach).

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Data Collection. Collected data of ocean CO2 concen-
tration for the present study are from the MORB database
PetDB (http://www.erathchem.org/petdb). .is dataset also
includes a corresponding dataset of all the environmental
controls, including pH value (on a special scale), TA (total
alkalinity, μmol kg− 1), salinity, temp (temperature), pA (pH
on total scale), fCO2 (fugacity of CO2), HCO3 (the con-
centration of bicarbonate ion, μmol kg− 1), CO3 (the con-
centration of carbonate ion, μmol kg− 1), DIC (total dissolved
CO2), OA (omega aragonite), and OC (Omega calcite). .e
data of quasi-ocean CO2 (deep-soil pCO2, i.e., the under-
ground high humidity pCO2) in the present study, along
with environmental data, are collected from three automatic
weather stations (located in the 144th regiment, Xinjiang,
China), where the environmental variables include WS
(wind speed), WD (wind direction), AT (atmospheric
temperature), AH (atmospheric humidity), AP (atmospheric
pressure), UHH CO2 (underground high humidity CO2)
concentration, ST (soil surface temperature), SM (soil
moisture), salinity, groundwater level (WL), and pH value.

2.2. PLSR and ANN. In order to investigate relationship
between two dependent variables (ocean CO2 concentra-
tion and quasi-ocean CO2 concentration) and other 10
independent variables, both linear and nonlinear, we, re-
spectively, use two different algorithms, which are partial
least squares regression (PLSR) and artificial neural net-
work (ANN). As a kind of regression modeling method
which deals with two groups of multiple correlated vari-
ables, PLSR combines the strengths of multivariate linear
regression, principal component analysis, and canonical
correlation analysis. Besides, for discovering the linear

relationships between two groups of multiple correlated
variables, PLSR can also be used in feature selection for
ANN.

It is well-known that ANN is a ‘BlackboxModel’ [17–21].
Even though the predicting results can be better, they are
actually hard to explain. Under this circumstance, PLSR can
also make up such drawback of ANN for its strong ability to
explain..e combination of PLSR and ANN can bring about
a more comprehensive exploration on the considering
problem. .e implement steps of PLSR are shown in
Figure 1.

ANN is a system composed of a large number of
interconnected processing units which processes nonlinear
and adaptive information. Its four characteristics are non-
linear, nonlimiting, abnormal qualitative, and nonconvexity.
In the present study, ANN is utilized in exploring a non-
linear relationship because ANN performs better than PLSR
on nonlinear database. .e implement steps of artificial
neural network are shown in Figure 2.

We employed Python 3.7 to function PLSR and ANN,
where the corresponding functions are PLSRegression() and
MLPRegression(), respectively. Some important tuned pa-
rameters of these two functions are listed in Table 1.

Two groups of experiments were conducted (first, regard
quasi-ocean CO2 concentration as the dependent variables;
second, consider ocean CO2 concentration as the dependent
variable), where the important parameter “n_components”
is tuned from 0 to 10 in each group of experiment. In each
experiment, we split the database into training set (1/3 of the
dataset) and testing set (2/3 of the dataset).

Performances of PLSR and ANN are both evaluated by
RMSE, RPD, and R2. Let ∗C and C′ be the measured and
predicted values, respectively. Let n be the number of ob-
servations. RPD is defined as the standard deviation of
prediction (SDP) over RMSE, as shown in Table 2.

Finally, for each PLSR and ANN model in the present
study, if RPD >2, then we will conclude that the model has a
good ability for prediction; if the RPD is less than 1.4, then
we will claim that the model is unable to make good esti-
mation. .is rule has been proposed and widely recognized
in some previous studies [22, 23].

3. The Major Results

3.1. Performance of PLSR and ANN with regard to Quasi-
Ocean CO2 Concentration. As what can be seen from Fig-
ure 3, the RPD values are all less than 1.4 whichever number
of factors we choose. In other words, we cannot get effective
information about the crucial factors controlling the quasi-
ocean CO2 concentration from the PLSR models. Further-
more, with R2is only 12.5 for predicting the concentration of
quasi-ocean CO2, we concluded that the PLSR model built is
not a good predictor.

Considering that the PLSR algorithm can only verify the
linear correlation between independent variables and de-
pendent variables, we train artificial neural network algo-
rithms to explore the possible nonlinear correlation between
the environmental factors and CO2 concentration.
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For ANN models of quasi-ocean CO2 concentration
(Figure 4), we added one independent variable one time to
the model. .e R2 presents an overall upward trend as more
factors are taken into consideration. However, the maxi-
mum R2 value is about 40%, which is a relatively low value
for precise prediction. .is means that the nonlinear rela-
tionship between quasi-ocean CO2 concentration and other
10 environmental variables is also weak, and the changes of
quasi-ocean CO2 concentration cannot be explained by these
environment factors.

3.2. Performance of PLSR and ANNwith regard to Ocean CO2
Concentration. Different from the performance of PLSR
using the data about quasi-ocean CO2, it can be evidently seen
from Figure 5 that all the RPD are over 1.4. .e positive
indicator-RPD experienced a sharp increase while the negative
indicator-RMSE decreases sharply, implying that the PLSR
model has a good capability to do prediction. Another positive
indicator-R2 reaching up to almost 100% (99.7%) shows that
the linear relationship between ocean CO2 concentration and
the considered environmental variables is strong.

i---index of observation (i = 1, 2, ..N)
j---index of X-variables (j = 1, 2, ..J)

k---index of Y-variables (k = 1, 2, ..K)
N---number of observations

G---loading matrix of X-variables
H---loading matrix of Y-variables

T---X-score matrix
U---Y-score matrix

E---weight matrix of X-variables
F---weight matrix of Y-variables

PLS
model

Yes

Any info in X
about Y?

g = X′t/(t′t)
X = X-tg′
Y = Y-te′

Yes

||told – tnew||
||tnew||

< εNo

ε < 10–6

X scores-T Y scores-U

T = XE

No

u = Ye/(e′e)

Weights FWeights E Y-variablesX-variables Loadings
H

Loadings
G

Normalization

Data

Figure 1: .e description of PLSR algorithm procedure.
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Next, we train ANN models to explore the possible
nonlinear correlation between the environmental factors
and ocean CO2 concentration. Similar to what we have
done in training the ANN algorithm for quasi-ocean CO2
concentration, we still added one independent variable
one time to the model. As shown in Figure 6, although R2

of the first five ANN algorithms we trained is less than
zero, once variables which are highly linearly correlated to
the ocean CO2 concentration are taken into the model, R2

always remains a high level, even reaching up to 100%..e
results above show that the variables considered, espe-
cially those which have strong linear relationship with the

AT: atmospheric temperature
AH: atmospheric humidity
AP: atmospheric pressure

WS: wind speed
WD: wind direction
ST: soil temperature

SM: soil moisture
WL: water level

Aggregation Activation

CO2 concentration

Output
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Input

PH value

WL

Salt
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ST

WD
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Figure 2: Procedure of training an artificial neural network to predict CO2 concentration.

Table 1: Display of some important model parameters.

Tuned parameters Value

PLSR
n_components 2 ∼ 10

Scale True
max_iter 500

ANN

hidden_layer_sizes (100)
Activation Relu
Solver Adam
Alpha 0.0001

batch_size Auto
learning_rate Constant

learning_rate_init 0.001
random_state 125
early_stopping False

Table 2: Evaluation index of prediction.

Index Mathematical definition

RMSE
������������

 (C′ − C)2/n


RPD SDP/RMSE

SDP
�����������������������������

( C’2 − [(C′)2/N]/(N − 1))/N − 1
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Figure 3: Performance of quasi-ocean CO2 concentration prediction using PLSR. (a) .is helps us to decide best numbers of orthogonal
factors. (b) S-plot. All the points are distributed in the first and third quadrants for PLS-BETA always remaining the same sign with Corr.
Coeff. (c) .e fitting effect of regression models.
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Figure 4:.e performance of ANN on quasi-ocean CO2 concentration prediction..e order for adding factors is (a) AT, (b) AH, (c) AP, (d)
WS, (e) WD, (f) ST, (g) SM, (h) salt, (i) pH value, and (j) groundwater level.
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ocean CO2 concentration, also have a strong nonlinear
relationship with the mechanism of ocean CO2 concen-
tration changes.

4. Discussion

Both PLSR and ANN model algorithms were developed in
their interdisciplinary applications. Bong et al. compared the
performance of three kinetic models using the predicted
value of the ANN model [24]. Parzhin et al. designed an
ANN algorithm for image processing [25]. Ali Sohani et al.
conducted a comprehensive parameter study using the ANN
model [26]. Ma et al. applied the ANN model in the field of
deep reinforcement learning [27]. More than a wide range of
applications, the ANN algorithm can also be implemented
by multiple forms. .e ANN model can also be practiced
using MATLAB and FPGA [28].

Since ANN is a ‘BlackboxModel,’ PLSRmodels were also
studied for its strong ability to explain. It is true that ANN
models are much more complicated than PLSR models
(there are more parameters in ANN models needed to be
confirmed compared with PLSR models), but it is also true
that ANN models perform better than PLSR models. Far-
ifteh et al. concluded that ANN is superior to PLSR in
predicting salt concentration [29]. Same conclusion that
ANN is a good predictor compared with PLSR was drawn by
Xu et al. [30].

.e dynamics of ocean CO2 concentration has
attracted enough attention in previous studies, and the
employed models and methods also make sense for the
present study. Until today, various kinds of machine
learning methods including MLR, MNR, PCR, decision
tree, SVMs, MPNN, and RFRE have been used to estimate
surface ocean pCO2 concentration with a total R2 about

0.95 [31], while the performance of PLSR and ANN in our
study was better, R2 being reaching up to 0.997 and 0.982,
respectively. Among the machine learning methods
mentioned above, RFRE proved to be the best approach
[32].

In the process of training an ANN model, we found that
with the factor “groundwater level” added to the model, the
R2 experienced a more obvious increase (about 10%), in
comparison to other factors being added to the model. From
this phenomenon, we conjectured that groundwater level,
along with fCO2, HCO3, and CO3 in the groundwater,
maybe significant environmental controls of quasi-ocean
CO2 concentration. If this was true, groundwater discharge/
recharge is a significant modulator of soil CO2 absorption in
arid regions.

To further improve the robustness of PLSR and ANN
models, we should, on the one hand, collect data about
additional environmental variables and also take into
account of the evolution in groundwater environments
[33]. On the other hand, we can conduct reliability
analysis of the employed models and methods utilizing the
Monte Carlo simulation [34]. Last but not least, there are
many improvements that can be done on both PLSR and
ANN. In addition to the application of ANN with a single
model, ANN could also work well with other algorithms.
Hadi et al. combined ANN with MLP [20, 23]. ANN was
also applied together with Molecular Dynamic (MD)
[21, 35]. Hervice et al. found out that proposed optimal
ANN model usually had higher accuracy for prediction
[36]. Dynamic changes were also described by the dy-
namic model-based ANN algorithm [28]. In some pre-
vious studies, the SVM algorithm has already been
combined with PLSR and ANN, respectively [37–48].
Before we fully understood the change mechanism of
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Figure 5: Performance of ocean CO2 concentration prediction using PLSR.
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underground CO2 concentration, all the above regression
methods were reasonable based on our current knowl-
edge. In this sense, the further improvements of models
and methods also require a development of understanding
of the underlining mechanisms for CO2 absorption by
saline-alkaline soils.

5. Conclusion

Taking an overview of the performance of all the above
models, we can conclude that the environmental controls of
quasi-ocean CO2 concentration are still poorly understood.
However, the good performance of PLSR and ANN for
prediction of ocean CO2 concentration reveals many useful
information. .e ten environmental variables we took into
consideration could not explain the changes of quasi-ocean
CO2 concentration well. A next research priority is to in-
vestigate the influences of the groundwater level and
groundwater chemical properties on the dynamics of the
quasi-ocean CO2 concentration.
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Figure 6: .e performance of ANN on ocean CO2 concentration prediction. .e order for adding factors is (a) pH, (b) TA, (c) salinity,
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